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ABSTRACT
Rape was a prominent theme in Greek mythology and has recently re-emerged in the media spotlight due
to the #MeToo and #TimesUp movements as well as celebrity-involved cases of sexual assault and sexual
harassment (i.e., Bill Cosby and Harvey Weinstein). The current paper examines three ancient Greek myths
involving rapes committed by gods. A qualitative content analysis was done to compare these myths to
modern day sexual assaults. Latent content results were analyzed and framed within the context of Jungian
theory. Prior research has placed rape and other sexual assaults within a patriarchal framework, presuming
strategic male hegemony. Archetype theory offers an alternative, and more benign, explanation for the
prevalence of rape myths, the persistence of gender power differentials, and for the perpetuation of ancient
stereotypes. Analysis of study findings within a Jungian framework suggests a possible solution for these
persistent problems within society, one worthy of empirical investigation.
Keywords: Carl G. Jung, archetype theory, rape, sexual assault, patriarchy, misogyny, feminism, myths,
Greek mythology, stereotypes

INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been heightened public awareness of sexual assault and harassment as a result of celebrities
(i.e., Harvey Weinstein, Bill Cosby, and Larry Nassar) dominating broadcast news and social media. The latest
#MeToo movement has shed light on the far-reaching impact of sexual assault and the emotional and physical
effects that follow. Despite the recent focus on the issue of sexual abuse, few people realize that current rape myths
and the accompanying negative perceptions of rape victims have long-standing historical roots. For instance,
Medusa, the Greek monster who had venomous snakes for hair, was once a beautiful maiden. After being raped
by Poseidon, she was denounced and demonized for her victimization. Other mythological women endured similar
fates. This paper draws parallels between three mythological stories and three modern-day accounts of criminal
sexual behaviour, and then offers the Jungian concept of archetypes to explain those parallels.

GREEK MYTHOLOGY & ARCHETYPES
Myths have been referred to as society’s sacred stories (Lule, 2001) because they persist generationally as a result
of their evocative nature. Myths are ideological rather than factual (Dowden, 1995). While ideology has been
defined as a belief or conviction (Livingstone, 2008), in reality, ideology is the force that empowers specific beliefs
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or convictions. Sometimes, as with certain Greek myths, that force is brutal, but that is primarily because almost
everything is amplified or bigger than life in Greek myths. Also, raw, undiluted emotions and exaggerated traits
allow myths (or exemplars) to be more easily visualized and remembered (Gibson and Zillmann, 1994; Morgan
and Dennehy, 1997), and it is those types of archetypal characteristics that enable myths to continue to resonate
in the modern world.
It was C. G. Jung, renowned Twentieth Century Swiss psychiatrist and founder of analytical psychology, who
used the term ‘archetype’ to represent a ‘primordial image’ (Jung, 1968, p. 57). Jung considered archetypes to be
akin to the embodiment of primitive emotions imbedded within a ‘collective unconscious’ (Stevens, 1994, p. 47).
For Jung (1968), the persistent power of archetypes could not be overstated: “[A]rchetypes create myths, religions,
and philosophies that influence and characterize whole nations and epochs of histories” (p. 68). By looking back
at Greek myths and the archetypes contained within them, it may be possible to trace the germination of gender
ideology in the modern world to better understand the presence of rape then and now and to also possibly explain
societal reactions to sexual assault.

WOMEN & RAPE IN GREEK MYTHOLOGY
Greek myths were early ancestors’ attempts to understand relationships and explain origination. At first,
according to myth, only the male human was created by Prometheus, a Titan god, and it was not until later that
the first mortal woman was created as the way to punish man for fire being stolen from the sun. Upon instructions
from Zeus, the king of the gods, Pandora was created as a torment to man, and she was described as kalon kakon,
or ‘beautiful evil’ (Zeitlin, 1995, p. 59). While many people today may not know that Pandora was the first female
creation in Greek mythology, they will likely recognize the phrase ‘Pandora’s box,’ and know that Pandora was
blamed for bringing ‘death, woe, and evil into the world’ (Zeitlin, 1995, p. 49).
One of the vilest accounts of rape and murder in Greek mythology is the story of Princess Philomela being
raped and mutilated by her brother-in-law, King Tereus of Thrace. Neither were gods, but both were royalty. After
the sexual assault, Tereus commanded Philomela to keep silent about the rape; when she refused, he cut out her
tongue. Even though she no longer had a voice, Philomela created a tapestry upon which she had written within
the weavings the story of her sexual assault, and she sent that to her sister, Procne, who was the wife of Tereus
(the rapist). After learning what her husband had done to her sister, Procne was enraged and killed her own son
(who was fathered by Tereus) in revenge. Procne then cooked and served those remains as a meal to her husband.
After Tereus finished eating, Procne brought out their son’s severed head so that Tereus would know the horror
of cannibalizing his own son (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2018a).
Despite this myth being rewritten very concisely in the preceding paragraph, the violence remains vivid. This
illustrates how viscerally potent the images contained in myths are, even when retold thousands of years later. That
is what Jung (1968, p. 87) meant when he described the quality of ‘numinosity’ being present with archetypes or
emotion-packed symbols.

WOMEN & RAPE IN MODERN SOCIETY
In modern United States history, rape was viewed as a crime against property, and the husband or father would
be recognized as the victim (Burgess-Jackson, 1996). Rape, therefore, was viewed as lessening the value of the
female property, and it required financial recompense paid to her male ‘owner’ (Burgess-Jackson, 1996). While
women are no longer legally viewed as property in America, the differential power that men hold over women
remains problematic. Patriarchal and misogynous attitudes continue to be related to the commission, and
acceptance, of rape and other sexual assaults (Murnen et al., 2002).
Feminists have reframed rape as a crime motivated by control, anger and power, designed to strip dignity from
its victims. Brownmiller (1975) specifically challenged rape as a form of sex and instead defined rape as an
expression of masculinity that endeavors to keep women oppressed through fear. This new perspective reframed
rape as a political act as much as an individual crime. Radical feminism asserts men, not women, have maintained
control over the female body for reproductive and sexual purposes (Whisnant, 2007). Men may use violence or
threats of violence as forms of power to control their female victims. Rape-prone civilizations – such as the Kenyan
tribe of Kikuyu, the Arunta which is an Aboriginal Australian population, and the Mundurucu from Brazil – use
rape as threat, punishment, or even as a ceremonial act (Sanday, 1981). There are still 12 countries with ‘MarryYour-Rapist Laws’ which allow a rapist to escape prosecution if he agrees to marry his victim; and the coerced
marriage is often viewed by the victim as her only way to regain honor (Raphelson, 2017).
Feminists also argue that the domination of the sexual experience by men causes women to lack sexual freedom
and to unconsciously fill the role of submissive, blurring the lines between consensual sex and rape (Whisnant,
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2007). While not always legally rape, men may utilize power and coercion to lure women into sexual engagement.
Patriarchal views which oppress women are furthered by the transmission of misogynistic comments, jokes, and
fantasies (Ford and Ferguson, 2004). Common misconceptions of sexual assault, its victims, and the perpetrators
articulate similarly misguided and detrimental ideas. Burt (1980) termed many of these false beliefs broadly as ‘rape
myths’ (p. 217).
“Rape myths are attitudes and generally false beliefs about rape that are widely and persistently held” (Lonsway
and Fitzgerald, 1994, p. 133). These myths are held both by individuals in society and by the institutions entrenched
within society (Edwards et al., 2011). While there are many rape myths, this article focuses on the myths that
remove blame from the male offender by excusing his behaviour and transferring blame to the victim due to her
voluntary alcohol consumption, physical appeal, choice of clothing, or promiscuous past (Burt, 1980; Lonsway and
Fitzgerald, 1994; Suarez and Gadalla, 2010). Rape myths harm society by trivializing rape and all forms of sexual
assault and by discounting their long-term psychological effects (Iconis, 2008). Because rape myths are attributed
to a patriarchal society and patriarchy is defined as a political system in which males dominate and perpetually
maintain power over laws and policy (Lerner, 1986), the presumption has primarily been that the persistence of
the control and oppression of women has been conscious and strategic; that the domination has been deliberately
driven. The explanation presented in this article presumes a much less malignant motive, and that is a theory of
archetypes (Jung, 1968). This paper proposes that the persistence of patriarchal attitudes and behaviors in society
may have less to do with conscious intent and much more to do with unconscious content (archetypes). The reason
this distinction is relevant and important is not to excuse sexual assaults or even minimize the harm caused by rape
myths. Instead, this article offers a new avenue to explore, one which has the potential to provide a way out of the
‘sexist stalemate’ position that patriarchy has appeared to place upon society. Current theories tend to make males
and females antagonistic to each other, and antagonism is never conducive for creating collaborative solutions.

THE THEORY OF ARCHETYPES
Jung (1968) was convinced that archetypes represent evolutionary pre-programming or patterns that pre-exist
in everyone, akin to an imprint created from an action repeatedly occurring in early history and becoming a pattern
of default survival behavior.
[Archetypes] are, in a sense, the deposits of all our ancestral experiences themselves…all those factors,
therefore, that were essential to our near and remote ancestors will also be essential to us, for they are
embedded in the inherited organ system (Jung, 1972, p. 717).
Jung (1968) considered archetypes to be natural and neutral in value but recognized their potential for
stimulating reactive, non-reflective responses that might be perceived as being prejudicial. Archetypes, which have
been called residue from ancient memories, are an unconscious link to the collective mind of our earliest ancestors
(Jung, 1968).
Modern man is in fact a curious mixture of characteristics acquired over the long ages of his mental
development. This mixed-up being is the man and his symbols that we have to deal with, and we must
scrutinize his mental products very carefully indeed. Skepticism and scientific convictions exist in him
side by side with old-fashioned prejudices, outdated habits of thought and feeling, obstinate
misinterpretations, and blind ignorance (Jung, 1968, p. 86).
Jung (1968) was convinced that the reason people dream so vividly in archetype forms is because the
unconscious is attempting to bring those ancestral imprints into conscious awareness for acknowledgement and
insight.
The symbol-producing function of our dreams is thus an attempt to bring the original mind of man into
“advanced” or differentiated consciousness, where it has never been before and where, therefore, it has
never been subjected to critical self-reflection. For, in ages long past, that original mind was the whole
of man’s personality. As he developed consciousness, so his conscious mind lost contact with some of
that primitive psychic energy (Jung, 1968, p. 88).
Some scholars have compared Jungian philosophy with that of Friedrich Nietzsche (Huskinson, 2004) because
Nietzsche “suggested a plan for ‘becoming what one is’ throughout the cultivation of instincts and various
cognitive faculties, a plan that requires constant struggle with one’s psychological and intellectual inheritances”
(Wilkerson, 2019, para. 3). Nietzsche termed the fundamental driving force within all life forms as the will to power.
Nietzsche’s will to power may be interpreted as the battle between the rational mind and primordial instinctive drives;
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such struggle could be overcome through reaching an equilibrium between the two or an integration, which was
Nietzsche’s concept of Übermensch or whole self (Huskinson, 2004). This aligns with Jung’s belief that human beings
will only reach their highest potential when they stop denying or repressing primordial instincts and, instead, work
diligently to bring them into conscious awareness and under cognitive control.
Bringing personal archetypes out of the shadows (the unconscious) and into the light (the conscious) is also
how analytical therapists believe a person becomes whole (Jung, 1968). In society, the same principle applies. It
can only be after archetypes are brought into cultural awareness that people will stop being so susceptible to forces
that, for centuries, have resided within the collective unconscious (Jung, 1968).
Analyzing language may also illuminate archetypes (or imbedded bias) because words can be viewed as both
expressions of symbols and as stand-alone symbols. “[A] symbol is a term, a name, or even a picture that may be
familiar in daily life, yet that possesses specific connotations in addition to its conventional obvious meaning”
(Jung, 1978, p. 3). For example, when referring to a subject as an invalid, the speaker may not be consciously aware
of the etymology of the word because of the different pronunciation, but the subject’s subconscious will
instinctively sense the derogation from literally being dismissed as in-valid. In critical language studies, there is a
term called naturalization, which is when ideological language becomes so mainstream that it appears to be free of
ideology and is generally accepted as unbiased (Fairclough, 2001). For instance, mass media and even judicial
reporting may use evocative words to describe sexual assault; i.e., referring to women’s underwear as panties or
using the term fondling for a forcible touching (Judicial Language Project, n.d.); and these titillating terms may slip
past conscious awareness despite connoting a decreased degree of crime culpability. Over time, they may become
naturalized, which hides the harm and reinforces archetypal stereotypes and rape myths, both individually and
collectively across society.
While the concepts of archetypes and a collective unconscious are foundational principles in analytical
psychology, there has been little attempt to empirically test these concepts outside of that discipline (SotirovaKohli et al., 2013). Part of the problem is that Jung never formulated his theory in a way that would allow easy
testing (Stevens, 1994). Jung believed the reason his books were not well read or understood was due to the
difficulty of explaining with words a phenomenon that pre-existed language; for him, the archetype was a
‘hypothetical and irrepresentable model’ (Jung, 1969, p. 5). Because Jung was trained as a medical doctor and was
up-to-date in scientific knowledge, he saw a similarity between archetypes and the ‘pattern of behavior’ (Grillner,
2006, p. 751) phenomenon from biology, which allowed him to state with confidence: “Not the criticism of
individual contemporaries will decide the truth or falsity of these discoveries, but future generations” (Jung, 1966,
p. 201).
Since Jung’s passing in 1961, a variety of different disciplines have independently come up with their own
version of the archetype (Stevens, 1994). Neurobiologists call a similar concept ‘instinctual psychological processes’
(Goodwin, 2012, p. 11). Ethologists or behavioral biologists have identified innate releasing mechanisms (IRMs)
which are patterns of behavior that are activated by sign stimuli in the environment (Stevens, 1994). In addition,
the triune brain (MacLean, 1990), a popular but overly simplified model, was developed that fits in well with Jung’s
theory of archetypes. The triune brain model shows the brain as being comprised of three evolutionary layers with
the earliest layer labeled as the reptilian brain; the next evolutionary brain level as the limbic brain system or
emotional brain; and the last layer as the new mammalian brain. Only the latest brain level is hypothesized to be
involved with higher order reasoning, and that is the area of the brain that is thought to be most plastic or capable
of continuous adaptation; in contrast, the reptilian brain would be the least likely to change, would be the seat of
survival instincts, and would be the most likely location of the archetypes (Goodwin, 2012). “Archetypes emerges
as a nonmystical but profound representation of the deep organizing unconscious, which cognitive science has
finally helped us to understand as a mechanism” (Fonagy, 2003, p. xv).
While word association (WA) tests are widely used today (Fitzpatrick et al., 2015), it is rarely acknowledged that
Jung was an early pioneer of that methodology. Jung used WA tests to provide empirical support for the existence
of a universal depository of archetypes (Stevens, 1994). Results of recent studies utilizing word association and
word matching tests support the idea that the unconscious, rather than conscious, retains knowledge of archetypal
symbols, even cross-culturally (Huston et al., 1999; Brown and Hannigan, 2006). While not a direct test of the
theory of archetypes, Roesler (2013) reviewed empirical studies that evaluated the effectiveness of Jungian
psychotherapy for patients and found it was effective in (1) reducing symptoms, (2) decreasing healthcare claims,
and (3) successfully concluding most treatment after an average of 90 sessions.
Critics of Jung’s theory of archetypes argue that human migration and cultural diffusion sufficiently explain the
universality of symbols across cultures (Stevens, 1994). While it is intriguing that other disciplines have
independently come up with concepts similar to archetypes and a collective unconscious, more empirical studies
are needed. Despite the small body of literature, however, the theory has instinctive appeal and provides an
explanation for why – despite changing laws, a progressive society, and the passage of time since the creation of
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the Greek myths – parallels still exist between those mythical accounts of rapes and sexual assaults that occur
thousands of years later.

METHODOLOGY
Research Design
The current study is guided by the following research question: To what extent, if any, do the presentations of
rape in Greek mythology and the facts of three modern day sexual assault cases parallel each other? A qualitative
content analysis compared these mythological rapes to three media accounts. While plots were purposely chosen
that contained rape portrayals in the Greek myths, when utilizing content analysis, ‘how the story is told and how
characters are portrayed are often more telling than specific plot points’ (Kort-Butler, 2016, p. 5). Here, a latent
analysis was conducted because, instead of looking at specific words (which undoubtedly changed through
repetitive retelling of the mythological stories), the objective was to uncover the overall meaning being conveyed,
as that likely remained intact over time.
The criteria for choosing a modern case to analyze was (1) it needed to be a sensationalized case that (2) involved
a male athlete or celebrity, i.e., someone who could be the modern equivalent for the mythological Greek god, (3)
in which there had been a lawful conviction in the criminal justice system. In addition, (4) there needed to be
sufficient coverage of the case so that facts could be accessed as well as (5) reliable information on how the public
reacted. Lastly, (6) enough time had to have passed so that follow-up information could also be attained. The three
modern cases selected were State of Indiana v. Michael G. Tyson, People (of the State of California) v. Roman Raymond
Polanski, and People (of the State of California) v. Brock Turner.
Qualitative Content Analysis

Mythological account: Medusa & Poseiden
Legend has it that the world was divided into three parts after the War of the Titans, and three supreme brothers
– Zeus, Poseidon and Hades – drew straws to find out which one-third of the world would become their kingdom:
the sky, the sea, or the underworld. Poseidon became the sea god. According to Ovid, around 8 AD, in
Metamorphoses, Medusa was born human and quite beautiful. “Every man who saw her face and her gorgeous, silken
hair immediately asked for her hand in marriage - all but one” (Saldarriaga, 2015, p. 8). And that one was not a
man, but a god. While the virginal Medusa reposed in Athena’s temple, Poseidon raped her, an act which also
defiled Athena’s temple. Athena blamed Medusa for the defilement of her temple, and ‘also chose to punish
Medusa for her part in the whole affair - she cursed Medusa’s beauty’ (Saldarriaga, 2015, p. 8). She punished Medusa
by turning her locks of hair into serpents and causing her face to be so horrible that merely glancing at it would
instantly transform the observer to stone. Medusa was forced to go into exile, and she was eventually beheaded
(Freeman, 2013).

Modern Account: Desiree Washington & Mike Tyson
Present day parallels were drawn between this Greek myth and the case involving Desiree Washington and
convicted rapist, Mike Tyson. Mike Tyson, known as ‘Iron Mike,’ had been the youngest heavyweight boxing
champion of the world. When he was 26 years old, after having recently lost the heavyweight boxing title, Tyson
was persuaded to lend his celebrity name and presence to the Miss Black America pageant held in Indianapolis on
July 19, 1991. While present at the pageant festivities, Tyson saw Desiree Washington, a beautiful, 18-year-old
woman; Desiree had recently graduated from high school and was a part-time Sunday school teacher (Corliss,
2001) who aspired to go into law and politics; she was outgoing and enjoyed being part of the beauty pageant
events (Walters, 1992). After agreeing to go out with Tyson on a late-night date, Desiree went with him to his hotel
room, where a jury later found that she was raped by him. Tyson was sentenced to a six-year prison term, but he
was subsequently released after serving only three years. One of the prosecutors in the case gave the following
statement about Desiree Washington: “She is imprisoned herself emotionally for the rest of her life…There are so
many competing fears and concerns. This child has no sense of happiness or elation. It’ll take months just to get
back to normal and that’s what she’s trying to do” (Shipp, 1992, p. 23). One of Desiree’s concerns was related to
the vast number of Tyson fans who were blaming her and supporting him. At least one study showed that 60% of
television station viewers did not agree with the jury’s verdict of guilt for Tyson (Corliss, 2001). Such unsympathetic
and hard-hearted response to Desiree by a slight majority of the public might be seen as the manifestation of the
metaphoric ‘turning to stone’ by those who viewed Medusa.
Desiree Washington disappeared from public view after giving an interview to Barbara Walters within days
after Tyson’s conviction. A Newsday article (Gelman, 1995) reported on Desiree’s life still being shattered nearly
four years after the rape occurred. This portrayal was in sharp contrast to Tyson, who was picked up by a chauffeur© 2019 by Author/s
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driven limousine on the day he was released from prison and announced to the press that he had just signed a
contract with MGM Grand in Las Vegas which would potentially mean earnings of up to $50 million for his first
post-prison professional fight. Before the rape, Desiree was ‘always at the center of attention’ (Gelman, 1995, p.
14), but after the rape, she shunned the spotlight. Her family broke up soon after the sentencing, and the happy
home in which Desiree grew up had to be sold so that Desiree’s father and younger sister could escape constant
harassment by Tyson supporters (Gelman, 1995). This destruction of the family home parallels the defilement of
Athena’s temple.
In 2017, 26 years after the rape, the first 17 hits from a Google search of ‘Desiree Washington’ prominently
display the name of Mike Tyson. Not only has Desiree Washington disappeared from the public eye (a virtual
exile), but her once independent identity appears to have been obliterated because she no longer exists on-line at
all except in relation to her rapist. While Tyson’s international fame might explain his prominent online presence,
it does not explain the complete absence of any updated online information about Desiree Washington individually.
This obliteration represents Desiree’s symbolic beheading by the Athena-like public.

Mythological Account: Leda & Zeus
A well-known myth in the Middle Ages, the horror of the rape of Leda, was not really addressed until 1928 in
the William Butler Yeats sonnet and in fact was even romanticized during the Italian Renaissance (Norfolk, 2010).
Zeus, ‘father and ruler of all the gods of Ancient Greece’ (Norfolk, 2010, p. 5) and controller of lightning, saw the
very young mortal maiden, Leda, by a lake and desired her. When Leda fled, Zeus ‘transforms himself into the
shape of a swan and proceeds to sneak up on Leda and rape her’ (History of rape culture, n.d., p. 3). The following
is the first stanza from a sonnet written by William Butler Yeats (1928) describing the violent act: “A sudden blow;
the great wings beating still above the staggering girl, her thighs caressed by the dark webs, her nape caught in his
bill. He holds her helpless breast upon his breast” (p. 33). In this sonnet, the act is ‘an unambiguously brutal rape
after which the victim is indifferently discarded’ (Norfolk, 2010, p. 7).

Modern Account: Samantha Geimer & Roman Polanski
Leda’s assault is directly contrasted with the rape of Samantha Geimer. In 1977, Samantha was a 13-year-old
child who was desired by wealthy, award-winning Hollywood director, Roman Polanski. In order to get Samantha
to accompany him alone and unchaperoned, Polanski tricked both Samantha and her mother into believing that
he was taking Samantha to model for a Vogue photo shoot. This was similar to Zeus disguising himself as a swan
in order to trick Leda. Instead, of taking her to a photo shoot, Polanski took Samantha to a fellow celebrity’s house
where it is undisputed that she was drugged and sexually assaulted. Polanski pled guilty to unlawful sexual
intercourse with a minor and expected to be sentenced to the 42 days in jail already served months earlier. The
night before the sentencing hearing, however, Polanski learned that the judge was likely not going to agree to the
plea deal negotiated by his defense attorney and the prosecutor, and so he fled America (Toobin, 2009). Polanski
has maintained dual citizenship in France and Poland, and both countries have refused all requests to extradite him
(Doezema, 2018; Kolanko and Cieply, 2015). In 2013, Polanski received the Lifetime Achievement Award at the
Zurich Film Festival (Serisier, 2017). It was only last year that Polanski (along with Bill Cosby) was expelled from
membership of the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences (Melas and France, 2018). In Los Angeles
County, an arrest warrant issued in 1978 remains outstanding for Polanski (Oehling and Cummins, 2017).
Despite no dispute over the facts – a 40-some year-old man drugging and sexually assaulting a 13-year-old girl
– there was support from the public for Polanski being allowed to return to the United States, and legal petitions
were filed, requesting all charges be dismissed (Toobin, 2009). The View co-host Whoopi Goldberg minimized the
crime by stating on national television that ‘it wasn’t rape-rape’ (Keegan, 2013, p. 2), which is similar to how Leda’s
mythological rape is sometimes seen as a seduction.

Mythological Account: Aura & Dionysus
The rape of Aura by Dionysus, son of Zeus, is recounted in the epic poem Dionysiaca (Nonnus, 1940). Dionysus
is also the god credited with granting King Midas the power to turn everything he touched into gold (Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 2018b). Aura was a young and beautiful virgin huntress who offended the goddess Artemis, daughter
of Zeus, by questioning her virginity. In retaliation, Artemis sought revenge by having Aura sexually assaulted by
Dionysus, the god of wine (Spanoudakis, 2014). Dionysus saw Aura, desired her, and so deliberately got her drunk.
Once she passed out, he raped her (Lightfoot, 2000). When Aura awakened, ‘she saw with surprise her breasts bare
of the modest bodice, the cleft of her thighs uncovered, her dress marked with the drops of wedlock that told of
a maidenhood ravished…She was maddened by what she saw’ (Nonnus, 2015, Book XLVIII, p. 652). In contrast,
Dionysus became revered for bestowing the gift of wine to mankind, and for centuries he inspired a cult following
(Cartwright, 2012).
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Modern Account: Emily Doe & Brock Turner
Significant parallels are present when examining the case of Aura alongside the sexual assault of Emily Doe.
Two witnesses came upon Brock Turner, a Stanford University student, sexually assaulting Emily Doe on campus
grounds while she was unconscious. Turner claimed he received verbal consent before ‘Emily’ had passed out. The
media made much of the fact that Turner was an aspiring Olympic swimmer, and in some accounts the assault was
described almost as if it were merely a drunken indiscretion on Turner’s part. Turner was convicted of three counts
of felony sexual assault: (1) assault with intent to commit rape of an intoxicated or unconscious person, (2)
penetrating an intoxicated person with a foreign object; and (3) penetrating an unconscious person with a foreign
object (James, 2018). He was sentenced to six months in jail followed by three years of probation with the condition
that he register as a sex offender and complete a treatment program. He was released in three months (Grinberg
and Shoichet, 2016). Emily’s real name was never made public, and her image was never broadcast. She did,
however, give a victim-impact statement at the criminal court hearing which went viral on social media. In the
statement, she addressed Turner directly, “You don’t know me, but you’ve been inside me, and that’s why we’re
here today” (Bever, 2016, p. 10). She described how she came to while on a gurney in a hallway and how, after a
few hours of being poked and prodded by medical personnel and having all her scratches and abrasions
photographed, she was finally allowed to shower. She stated how she felt as she looked down at her own body:
I stood there examining my body beneath the stream of water and decided, I don’t want my body any
more. I was terrified of it. I didn’t know what had been in it, if it had been contaminated, who had
touched it. I wanted to take off my body like a jacket and leave it at the hospital with everything else
(Bever, 2016, p. 15).
Like Aura, she was maddened, as she told her attacker: “If you are hoping that one of my organs will implode
from anger and I will die, I’m almost there. You are very close” (Bever, 2016, p. 46). She responded to some of
the comments contained in the defendant’s written statement that was proffered to the court, such as his assertions
that he was establishing a program where he will go to high schools and colleges to ‘speak out against the college
campus drinking culture and the sexual promiscuity that goes along with that’ because he wants to ‘show people
that one night of drinking can ruin a life.’ Here was her response:
A life, one life, yours. You forgot about mine. Let me rephrase for you. I want to show people that one
night of drinking can ruin two lives. You and me. You are the cause. I am the effect. You have dragged
me through this hell with you, dipped me back into that night again and again. You knocked down both
our towers. I collapsed at the same time you did. If you think I was spared, came out unscathed, that
today I ride off into sunset while you suffer the greatest blow, you are mistaken. Nobody wins. We have
all been devastated. We have all been trying to find some meaning in all of this suffering. Your damage
was concrete; stripped of titles, degrees, enrollment. My damage was internal, unseen. I carry it with me.
You took away my worth, my privacy, my energy, my time, my safety, my intimacy, my confidence, my
own voice, until today. See one thing we have in common is that we were both unable to get up in the
morning. I am no stranger to suffering. You made me a victim. In newspapers my name was
“unconscious intoxicated woman,” ten syllables, and nothing more than that. For a while, I believed that
that was all I was. I had to force myself to relearn my real name, my identity. To relearn that this is not
all that I am. That I am not just a drunk victim at a frat party found behind a dumpster, while you are
the All American swimmer at a top university, innocent until proven guilty, with so much at stake. I am
a human being who has been irreversibly hurt, my life was put on hold for over a year, waiting to figure
out if I was worth something (Bever, 2016, p. 61).

DISCUSSION
Summary of Parallels between Myths and Modern Cases
It is interesting to realize that the only modern sexual assault survivor who was not vilified or devalued by the
public and who enjoyed support from the media was the one who kept her identity private and never allowed her
face and form to be publicized. This ‘invisibility’ might have protected Emily Doe from being ‘mortalized’
(knocked down from a ‘virgin goddess’ status) and kept her from being an easy target for either the media or the
public. Brock Turner also was not officially a celebrity (or modern ‘god’), even though there was testimony and
media reports about his privileged status (i.e., Stanford University student and swimming star).
Rape myths, as well as Greek myths, provide simplistic narratives. It is human nature to prefer simplicity over
complexity (Baker, 2016), and science itself requires parsimony in theory-making (Sober, 1981; Swinburne, 1997).
The Greek myths contain viscerally potent images, or archetypes, that may become imbedded in the subconscious
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and allow patriarchal patterns to persist (Jung, 1969). This may occur through the process of heuristic reasoning
(Chaiken and Trope, 1999; Kahneman, 2003; Stanovich, West, and Toplak, 2011), in which people come to
conclusions based on unconsciously retained memory fragments rather than on conscious, reflective, systematic
reasoning. The all-powerful male gods have been transformed in modern times to be our sports heroes or
celebrities whose privilege protects them. The overly simplistic narratives of rape myths also provide support for
the belief that the world is inherently fair (see just-world hypothesis, such as Lerner and Simmons, 1966; Rubin
and Peplau, 1975); that bad things only happen for a victim-based reason; that, as long as a victim can be blamed,
no one else needs to fear being violated.
“[T]he exercise of power, in modern society, is increasingly achieved through ideology, and more particularly
through the ideological workings of language” (Fairclough, 2001, p. 3). By focusing on language, Fairclough (2001)
believes it is possible to change embedded ideologies which create domination and oppression in modern society.
Looking at language, which puts symbolism in words, helps to uncover powerful parallels between antiquity and
today. In the Greek myth, when Medusa cast her gaze on people, they were turned to stone. In Desiree
Washington’s case, when she succeeded in getting Tyson convicted, the majority of the public became stone-cold
and unsympathetic toward her. Medusa’s beheading revealed the power of patriarchy to deny her existence as a
whole person and have her exist only as a body. Desiree’s personhood (or identity) was publicly erased by the
media, which was evidenced by the Googling of her name not producing results separate and apart from the name
of her rapist, whose world fame allowed him to attain (and retain) god-like status. Both Medusa and Desiree were
doubly wronged by being violated and then by being seen as complicit in their own violations (Delong, 2012).
In Samantha Geimer’s rape, the public’s persistent unwillingness to censure Roman Polanski may be attributed
to some remnant of sympathy toward him because of the horrific murder of his wife, Sharon Tate, and their
unborn child (Bugliosi and Gentry, 2001). Polanski’s own victimhood may have allowed him to be publicly viewed
less like the predatory eagle from Greek mythology and more like the harmless swan. However, it was his stature
as a Hollywood elite that enabled him to disguise his dark side to both Samantha Geimer and her mother and to
exploit their innocence and gullibility. Some accounts of the Leda-Zeus encounter describe the rape as a seduction
(GreekMythology.com); similarly, media accounts of Samantha Geimer’s sexual assault minimized the violation,
some reporting it as a consensual act despite the fact that Samantha Geimer was 13 years old while Polanski was
43. The legal system allowed Polanski to plead guilty to the lesser charge of Unlawful Sexual Intercourse with a
Minor (Keegan, 2013), and the press persists even today in portraying Polanski’s predation in a swanlike manner.
The sole sexual assault survivor in this analysis who retained her voice in a public forum was Emily Doe, a
pseudonym which effectively hid her true identity. While it would be gratifying to believe that it is evolving standards
of decency in a progressive society that engendered media and subsequent public support for her, it is just as likely
that Emily Doe’s hidden identity is what kept her from being the recipient of media scorn and victim blaming. Her
invisibility made it difficult to be disparaging of her appearance, her demeanor, or her body language. Instead, she
could only be judged by the facts of the case, making it easier for others to place themselves in her position (see
Defensive Attribution Hypothesis; i.e., Cann et al., 1979; Kanekar and Vaz, 1983; Muller et al., 1994; Shaver, 1970;
Thornton et al., 1982) and defer knee-jerk defensiveness for an attacker who was only a potential celebrity or sports
star.
Besides being known as the god of wine, Dionysus is also known as the god of ecstasy. In modern society, we
persist in using euphemisms and providing god status to a mythological male entity known for raping women after
they were deliberately rendered unconscious from alcohol ingestion. One of the ‘She asked for it’ items in a typical
rape myth acceptance scale is: If a woman is raped while she is drunk, she is at least somewhat responsible for letting things get
out of control (Payne et al., 1999; McMahon and Farmer, 2011). Alcohol remains the drug of choice for would-be
rapists to incapacitate their victims (Grubb and Turner, 2012). Despite this premeditated, predatory strategy on
the part of rapists, more blame is often attributed to victims who have consumed alcohol prior to the attack
(Richardson and Campbell, 1982; Scronce and Corcoran, 1991; Simms et al., 2007; Wild et al., 1998).

CONCLUSION
While this article’s focus is male-on-female rape and examines gender roles, the researchers recognize the
seriousness of male victims of sexual assault, same-gender victimization, and the changing ideation of gender in
modern society. The primary purpose of this research was to determine if parallels existed between ancient myths
and modern media-reported cases and, more importantly, to explore a Jungian explanation for those parallels.
Patriarchy has been defined as a deliberate power control strategy, and such definition divides and polarizes the
population. Our analysis makes it clear that, even though we may not have progressed past patriarchal patterns
present in ancient myths, there may be an alternative reason, one not wholly hegemonically driven, for the
persistence of these patterns. Powerful primordial forces may be influencing people on an unconscious level. We
posit that these patriarchal patterns may persist because of archetypal images imbedded within a Jungian collective
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unconscious rather than because of consciously constructed patriarchal power. Our examination of archetypes as
an alternative explanation for these persistent patriarchal patterns has not been offered to excuse wrong-doing,
and it is not meant to minimize the harm caused. Instead, in the wake of emergent science across research fields
(i.e., analytic psychology, behavioral psychology, evolutionary biology, and neuropsychology), Jung’s theory of
archetypes is now being recognized as relevant; and, as such, it has the potential to provide a practical way to root
out ancient attitudes and create a safer society. The archetype explanation is offered as the means by which
disparate disciplines, and even opposing ideological groups, might collaboratively come together to finally find
solutions to a serious societal problem.
It was surprisingly easy to search out and select modern cases that paralleled mythological rapes. The three
modern cases chosen were in our first group of four found by a simple Google search conducted on December
13, 2016: ‘Celebrities convicted of rape.’ We had to discard one case because we could not find an official
disposition, and it appeared that the case may have been settled out of court. For the three cases selected, we found
the parallels rather astounding, given the historical gap of thousands of years. We, as a society, need to be more
fully cognizant of innate biases; we need to hold our heroes to a higher standard than the Greek gods; and we need
to be much more mindful of the language being used by the media (and by ourselves) so as to alter behavioral
patterns and progress past myths, both Greek-based and rape-based. Unless we become more reflective and less
reactive, the light of reason may not uncover ancient stereotypes hidden deeply within the shadows.
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